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Andrea Wood looks at the history
of the history books.

Mike Tyson knocks out
Bruce Seldon to win the
WBA championship
See page 7
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The News'
Briefs
Library presenting
workshop series

Lois Sonnenberg, assistant director of adult learning services at the University, will conduct career/education planning
workshops at the Wood
County District Library on
four consecutive Mondays
in September. She will conduct free informal sessions
on issues affecting adult
learners from 6-8 p.m. each
Monday from Sept. 9
through Sept. 30 at the library, which is located at
2S1 N. Main Street in Bowling Green.
The first workshop on
Sept. 9 involves building
self-confidence and assessing Interests. In this session, participants will become aware of the many
skills they have acquired
through jobs, family and
social activites and financial responsibilities. When
applied toward new goals
such as career change or
additional education, these
skills can be valuable
assests. Through an informal inventory, participants
will match their interests
with career possibilities. To
register call the Wood
County Library at 352-5104

Tobacco industry
spends money to
thwart teens smoking
WASHINGTON - Feeling
its own health threatened,
the tobacco industry spent
more than $15 million in the
first half of 1996 to thwart
federal efforts to curtail
teen-age smoking, raise the
industry's taxes and restrict its advertising.
Industry giant Philip
Morris led the way with
$11.3 million, according to
the first-ever reports disclosing special interests'
real expenses in lobbying
Congress, federal agencies
and the White House.
Congressional clerks who
reviewed the reports say
Philip Morris' total appeared to be the largest so
far among around 12,000
companies and groups that
filed midyear reports over
the past two months.
"We have had a lot of federal attention from regulators and the White House,"
said Thomas Lauria, a
spokesman for the Tobacco
Institute, a trade association. "It's never easy communication, because tobacco is controversial on many,
many levels."

Okinawans vote to
reduce U.S. bases

NAHA, Japan - Okinawans voted more than 10-to-1
Sunday in favor of a reduction of U.S. military bases
on their islands, in a referendum aimed at pressuring Washington to pull out
its troops.
With virtually all of the
ballots counted late Sunday
night, more than 90 percent
of voters said there were
too many U.S. troops on
their southern islands, and
that an agreement giving
the troops special legal
status should be changed.
"For half a century, our
rights have been stepped
on," said Sotoya Gakiya,
after casting his vote near
Kadena Air Base, the Air
Force's largest outpost in
the Pacific.
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Tragedy strikes BG student
Suspect McClure native remembered
heldfor
murder,
assault
Brandon Wray and Joe Boyle
The BC News

Dawn Keller and Brandon Wray
The BC News
No motive has been established
in the Saturday evening murder
of a University senior special education major.
Craig Baker, Fostoria, is being
held by police in connection with
the murder of Julie Kane, 22, and
the assault of Tara Fahringer,
according to Bowling Green
Police Chief Galen Ash.
The Incident occurred at Kane
and Fahringer's home on Morning Dove Road around 11 p.m.
Saturday night.
Police were originally called
onto the scene by neighbors who
claimed Baker was making a disturbance outside many of the
houses and trying to gain entry
into at least one.
Baker allegedly pounded on

The murder of Julie Kane
has sent tidal-size ripples
through the small village of
McClure, Ohio - 25 miles west
of Bowling Green and a million
miles away from the notion of
murder.
Julie Kane was a senior dual
major in special education and
developmental handicaps. She
was going to graduate in May.
According to Roberta Kane,
her mother, Julie always had a
smile on her face and a wave
ready for anyone she saw. Julie
worked at Cedar Point one

the door of Donna Allwes, 704
Jackson Ave.
"He started pounding on the
door. We had the storm door shut,
we never open it. He said, 'Is
Jenny there?" We said, 'We think
you have the wrong address,' "
Allwes said. "He just stood there.
He was slurred with his speech,
but he wasn't drunk. I think he
was on drugs. He was coherent
enough to repeat what I was saying."

summer as a parking lot attendant where her friendly
demeanor was Important according to her mother. Mrs.
Kane described her daughter
as a hard worker.
"Julie set goals, and she was
meeting them," Kane said.
Julie was employed at Woodlane School where she worked
with retarded children. Julie's
brother, Aaron, is a sophomore
technology major at the University. Jennifer Johnson was
a life-long friend of Kane's, attending the same schools as
her from kindergarten through
their sophomore years in college.

Allwes said Baker returned to
her house, after Baker was sent
away by her husband, but he had
a more aggresive tone.
"I heard a confrontation downstairs. [Baker] was trying to
break down the front door, so I
called 911. In the course of the
conversation with the 911 operator, he left and went over to the
house where the girl was. As they
were responding to this call, as
the officer came up Morning

The Kanes were active in the
community, according to Johnson.

"Julie was in volleyball and
Softball in high school and sang
in the choir," Johnson said.
"Her mom and dad are involved In the Legion. Something like this shocks a small
community."
Johnson and Kane attended
McClure school until it was
shut down in the early-1980s,
when the students were transferred to Napoleon.

The two women blazed a
similar path after graduation
Dove, the neighbors had seen
him go in the house and said,
'He's right in there,'" she said.
Chuck Smith, 71, lived next
door to Kane and Fahringer, and
chased Baker after his motherin-law called him about a man
knocking on her door - after
Allwes called 911 with a similar
complaint.
"My wife's mother lives in the
brown house across the street
and someone was trying to get

and enrolled at Defiance College in 1992.
However, after two years,
Kane decided to switch majors
and transferred to the University.
Johnson remembers Kane as
a lifelong friend and an easygoing woman.
"She was really friendly. She
got along with just about
everybody," Johnson said.
Johnson expressed shock
and outrage at the killing.
"This is the first time anything like this has happened to
anybody around here," she
said. "It's senseless and ridiculous."
in," Smith said. "I had my shoes
off and was getting ready for a
bath I jumped in my van and
went down the street and didn't
see anything. I went around the
block, and then I saw the bike
cops." Smith saw Baker enter the
Kane residence, and directed
police to the front door.
"We saw him go in the house.
Within two minutes he had stabSee Murder, page three.

Crowds swarm to Black Swamp
Amy Johnson
The BC News

Crowds of people surrounded
the main stage Saturday night as
the sounds of blues music enveloped the air.
The sights of people, the smell
of speciality foods only found at
festivals and the sound of music
welcomed each and every visitor
to the annual Black Swamp Festival.
Blues singer Debbie Davies
captured the attention of over
hundreds of spectators as she
sung her own original works, as
well as other blues singers'
pieces.
According to Davies, playing at
festivals is her favorite part of
being a performer.
"I love being able to hear the
other bands," Davies said. "I play
at club dates, theatres and festivals, and by far, festivals are
my favorite."
Originally from Los Angeles,
Davies and her band has played
all over the United States and
Europe.
During her first break, fans arranged in a line to purchase her
CD's and receive autographs.
"You're terrific and wonderful," was only one of the many
compliments Davies received as
she signed autographs.
According to one spectator,
this year's festival is one of the
best by far.
"I go to the festival every
year," said Paul Xavier of Bowling Green. "And this year's festival Is running like a machine."
Xavier added the musicians
and artists are of high quality.
"The quality of the musicians
and artists prove it's a legit music and art festival," Xavier said.
Many spectators during the festival agree the music is what
brings them to the festival.
"We heard that Debbie Davies
was really good, so we came to
see her perform," said Jessie
MirelesofWaterville.
Others attend because of past
involvement with the festival.
"I showed photography during
See Black Swamp, page four.

Brian! H. Lee in University Theater Department performs bagpipe Saturday at Black Swamp Art Festival. The art festival went

on all weekend in the downtown area.

Htdrki Kohayuht/Tbc BG News

Festival attracts many artists
Brandon Wray
The BC News

Artists from across the country came to Bowling Green this
weekend for the Black Swamp
Arts Festival.
The Black Swamp festival is a
very good festival of the arts, according to Eric Nimberger, a
sculptor and glassblower from
Athens, Ohio who attends over 30
arts festivals each year and
visited Bowling Green for the
first time this year.
Art of every size, shape, form
and style could be found on Main
Street this weekend. People
could find baskets, surrealistic
paintings, glass, wooden

knick-knacks and pottery. Visitors could also get a dog from the
people walking around with the
dogs wearing Adopt a Greyhound
T-shirts.
Mr. Atomic, also known as Michael Kesey, creates bright and
splashy art.
Kesey, who has been at the festival the last three years, said his
work is unique because he
doesn't use rectangles or
squares, he tries to cut out
strange and different shapes and
then put his work on them.
Kesey added his art is his fulltime job and he first realized he
had a special talent when he was
in the first grade.
"I remember in the first grade.

I started drawing and becoming
interested in art in order to compete with my brother who was
getting credit for drawing at the
time," Kesev said. "Riant now mv
art is my full-time job but I'm
looking for a factory job so I can
stagnate my mind."
Craig Blair, an artist from
Weston, Ohio had his surrealistic
paintings on display in his first
year at the Black Swamp festival.

but it really is a great place and a
great festival," Blair said.
Blair said he has been interested in art as long as he can
remeber and his main influences
are Yves Tanguy, Salvador Dali
and M.C. Escher.
Brenda Fussel, from the
Maumee Basket Weavers, was
here for the first time and said
she would love to come back.
Fussel and members of her
group were in the Acts of Art
Blair said this area is very section where artists actually
open to art and that he is able to created their work on site.
get a lot of good feedback on his
Fussel said she was surprised
work.
that many people were interested
"It's kind of surprising that a and asked questions about how to
small town like this in the make baskets and where can they
Midwest would be so open to art. get supplies.
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Tobacco industry causes its
own woes in controversies
Lots of controversy has been floating around lately
about the tobacco Industry and their ethics In trying
to keep their business afloat. Just in the past week,
the Industry spent more than $ 15 million in order to
lash back at government attempts to keep their trade
in check.
President Clinton declared nicotine an addictive
drug last month, and tobacco giants are scrambling
for salvation as reports surface that executives covered up knowledge about the addictive nature of cigarettes and the harmful health risks caused by them.
The industry is trying to keep itself above water
with Washington by donating millions into lobbying
and political campaigns. It is also pouring money into
its own defense against pending lawsuits — 13 by
states seeking to recover smoking-related health care
costs, and another eight class-action suits filed by
smokers claiming that they became hooked while the
industry covered-up information about addiction to
cigarettes.
The News believes that the tobacco industry is
only sinking its own ship. Surgeon General's Warnings have been printed on cigarette packages and
advertisements for years. It's no longer any secret that
smoking has dangerous side-effects.
With all of this information about cigarette's harm
showing up everywhere, it should be obvious by now
that people will smoke, regardless. "Generation X" has
been told since childhood that smoking is detrimental to health, but any glimpse around campus and
teenage hangout spots proves that they aren't listening.
Any additional money that the industry dumps
into trying to influence the government and for defense against lawsuits only proves that they know
they're in a heap of trouble; it's like watching the sulking child who's getting into things he knows he's not
supposed to.
The industry has tried to make itself look good
by taking out some magazine ads and displaying stickers in convenience stores for some half-baked campaign against teenage smoking. However, Camel Joe
still lives large on freeway billboards, showing that
he can get the girls and always be the "big man on
campus." Other ads show couples frolicking with
amusement, or state "women's independence" with
classy slogans and witty maxims.
Perhaps, someday, the individuals that choose
to ignore the warnings and medical reports will find
the "slap in the face" — the dying grandparent, the
cancer-ridden uncle.
It's the bleak face that has long been covered up
by a wealthy and exorbitantly-priced mask.

"History" needs a second look
A people without history is
like wind on the buffalo grass.
Lakota/Dakota proverb
The above quote greets
high school students from the
fly leaf of The United States and
Its People, a history text published by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company in 1995.
It turned out to be one of
three modern h|gh school history books I recently looked at.
I wanted to see If history
has "changed." Since I was a
high school student, I've had to
relearn quite a bit of what I
thought 1 already knew. I discovered, to my chagrin, that an
alarming amount of what I
learned in high school was either trite, sensational or just
sunshine blown up our patriotic tushees.
The main difference between me then and me now is
that I can look in a history book
ahd see this phenomenon
called "history." a time period
that I actually lived through.
I saw the coverage of
Desert Storm: the 1992 elections: the concerns about
multiculturalism. the environment and violence. I watched,
and I lived it.
And I wanted to see how
historians recorded it. Who was

Wood

we have been conditioned to
hall as heroes; with snappy
titles like "conquistador."
They enslaved the native
people, tortured them, murdered native children, and generally became savage beasts, a
title they had given the people
they thought fit for extermination.
Stannard estimates that
between 60 and 80 million
Amerindians perished before
the seventeenth century. The
Holocaust resulted In the
deaths of between six and 12
million people, mostly Jews and
non-supporters of Hitler's regime.
Over 97 percent of our
native people are gone. None of
the history books made any
mention of what Columbus had
started.
The United States and Its
People ends Its section on Columbus with "...He spent his
last years In Spain, disappointed yet stubbornly claiming that he had reached the
Indies."

to be the next fallen hero, like
our beloved Christopher Columbus?
I chose two events to look
up in all three texts: the police
action that became known as
Desert Storm and the "discovery" of the New World by Mr.
Columbus.
In his article in The Nation,
University of Hawaii American
Studies professor David E.
Stannard outlined a "discovery
of Columbus."
"It has become fashionable to acknowledge what for
almost five centuries was ignored but what outspoken native people today have made it
impossible to disregard - that
the voyages of Columbus
launched a bloodbath - while
at the same time explaining
Idiot.
away or even Justifying the
Disappointed, I checked
slaughter."
In his article entitled out the coverage of Desert
"American
Genocide." Storm. Mr. Bush's claim to
Stannard details the gruesome fame.
In The Americans: A Hisacts performed by men whom

tory, published in 1996 by
McDougal Llttel/Houghtan
Mlfflln, the "war" didn't seem all
that glorious after all: The Gulf
War gave the United States a
tremendous psychological
boost. After the debacle in Vietnam, to many Americans it was
gratifying to win a war swiftly
and withjewer than 400 allied
casualties. Millions of Americans turned out for victory parades that greeted returning soldiers."
In contrast. Iraq suffered
about 100,000 casualties. Most
of its water, sewage, and power
lines were destroyed. As a result, hundreds of thousands of
Iraqi civilians, especially children under five, died in 1991
and 1992 from such diseases
as cholera, typhoid, and
enteritis."
Perhaps we are finally
learning that the punishment
for not knowing the whole story
is the doom of repetition.
On October 12 (Columbus
Day), find a young American
and tell them the truth.
You've got a whole month
to find It out.
Andrea Wood Is a columntstforThe BG News. Darts and
laurels can be aimed at
andreaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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BGaSkU answers your questions
I'm optimistic that I can
graduate at the end of this semester. When do I apply for
graduation?
Dear Hope I'm Graduating.
You must apply for graduation through your college office by 5:00 p.m. on September
13. 1996.
1 need spending money! I
used up my savings from my
Summer job Just to buy my
books. How do I find a Job?
Dear Mad for Money.
Visit the Student Employment Office located at 315
Saddlemire Student Services
Building.
Part-time campus Job
openings are posted.
When do I list the classes
I would like to take Spring 1997
on the STAR-90 system?
Dear Star Struck.
In order to be eligible for
Priority Registration, you must
list the classes you would like
to take Spring semester during
the Course Request period
which runs through September
20.
Instructions for utilizing
STAR-90 are found on page 13
of the Schedule of Classes. The
Course List for Spring 1997 Is
found beginning on page 67 of
the Schedule of Classes.
Note: The original dead-

The Office of Multicultural
Affairs gives answers to
important student questions
about class preregistration and
other significant topics
ine was extended from September 13 to September 20.
I have a disability and I
didn't tell anyone. Now I know
I need help. What can I do?
Dear Asking For Help.
There Is a Disability Resources Office located 705 Administration Building and In
the Student Services Office In
room 129W at Flrelands College. There are people there
who can assist you.
This is my first semester
at BGSU and my classes are a
lot more difficult than my high
school classes were. Where can
I go for help?
Dear Befuddled.
There are many academic
support services available on
campus to assist you.
The Study Skills Laboratory Is located In 213 Moseley
Hall.
They offer a variety of
workshops on such topics as
study skills, test anxiety, and

exam-taking.
They also offer mentor
sessions for a variety of
courses.
The
mentors
are
upperclass students who meet
weekly with a small group of
students who are all taking the
same course with the same instructor.
Mentors assist students In
learning how to learn material
and also help them with organizing their notes, taking tests,
reading their texts, etc.
The Writing Laboratory Is
located In 303 Moseley Hall.
They can assist students
with writing for any class, not
Just English Composition.
The Mathematics Laboratory Is located In 101J University Hall.
Also, don't be afraid to
visit your instructor during
her/her office hours for help.
Who is my academic advisor? How can I find out?

Dear Wondering Wanda.
All students at the university are assigned an academic
advisor.
If you do not know the
name of your advisor, contact
your college or program office.
College/Program Offices
and their phone numbers:
College of Arts and Sciences
372-2015
College of Business Administration 372-2747
College of Education and
Allied Professions 372-7372
College of Health and Human Services 372-8242
College of Musical Arts
372-2181
College of Technology
372-7581
Office of Pre-Major Advising
372-2677
Flrelands College - Student Services Office
433-5560

Mary Lynn R. Pozniak. the
Assistant Director of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, submits
the BGaSkU columns to appear
In The BG News once per month.
They are aimed at answering
frequently-asked student questions. They also are for helping
to eliminate common confusions
that can occur on campus.

Campus
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Program to focus on
healthy eating habits
clinical dietician from the Wood
County Hospital, as group
leaders.
Students with concerns about
Myerholtz said concerns about
healthy eating habits can become eating and weight are big issues,
more educated about weight, especially for college-age womshape and other topics by joining en.
Turning Points.
"There is a large group of
Linda Myerholtz, counselor women on campus with weight
from the Counseling Center, said concerns, and this program can
the program can be informa- reach them in a non-threatening
tional for students.
way to help them begin to get
"Turning Points is a program more information that they may
designed to help those spending need to make positive healthy
too much time worrying about changes in their lifestyle," she
their weight or shape and to help said.
educate those people who may
Jacoby also said the group is a
have friends with eating prob- good way to get more informalems," she said.
tion on healthy eating and socieElayne Jacoby, nurse practi- tal pressures.
tioner for the Student Health
"A lot of people may have disService, said the focus of the ordered eating where its not
group is not on treatment or quite right," she said. "This is a
therapy, but on education.
wonderful group because particTurning Points, a program ipants learn about nutritional eatfounded by Ron Davis, a psy- ing to help them make healthy
chologist from the University of choices."
Toronto, is a videotape series
Myerholtz said the seven-week
about eating concerns that is fol- program will cover many how-to
lowed by discussions.
strategies for healthy lifestyles
The group will meet on and learn about the inappropriate
Wednesdays starting Oct. 2 from ways to deal with weight.
3:30 to S p.m. Each session will
"Participants dont have to self
include a brief video followed by disclose," she said. "This prodiscussions with Myerholtz, gram will be more of a classroom
Jacoby and Carolyn McCrate, setting with opportunities for
Genell Pavellch
The BG News

questions and the focus on information sharing."
Myerholtz said the concerns
can become larger problems if
not dealt with properly.
"As far as eating problems go,
the highest numbers are among
adolescent and young adult
women, so there are a large
number of women struggling
with these Issues," she said.
"This can become more serious if
not addressed and can lead to eating disorders such as anorexia or
bulimia."
Myerholtz said Turning Points
tries to focus on prevention and
early intervention of eating problems.
Both Myerholtz and Jacoby
said they would like to have a
good response to the program
since it is dealing with such an
important issue. Myerholtz said
if a large number of students
show interest in the program
they want to try to continue it on
a semester basis.
Turning Points is co-sponsored
by the Counseling Center and the
Student Health Service. Students
wanting more information about
the program, or those Interested
in Joining it, can contact the
Counseling Center at 372-2081.

Murder
Continued from page one.

bed that girl. She came out
screaming and he went out the
back door," he said.
As Smith stood out front, he
saw Kane running out of the
house, covered in blood.
"I didn't see anything happen
in the house. All I heard was
screaming. She ran out of the
house, went across the street,
and sat down on the front wheel
of a car and passed out," Smith
said.
According to Smith, the entire
neighborhood was involved in the
fracas, which lasted about an
hour.
"Everybody pitched in to help.
We all had a taste of it because he
was in so many houses," Smith
said. "If we would have been two
minutes earlier we would have
saved her life."
According to Ash, Officer Alan
Carsey chased the fleeing Baker
on bicycle, tackling and arresting
him near South College Drive.
"The police did a good job,"
Smith said. "He got on that bicycle and went right after him.
When I told him to get him, it was
like siccing a dog on him."
Baker was physically ejected
from the residence of Randy
Bates, according to Ash.
Allwes expressed shock and
dismay with the incident. She
said things like this aren't supposed to happen in Bowling
Green.
"It's awful. It's terrible We
went down to the house with the
police officers. It was chaotic.
They were busy chasing him. No
one knew what was going on. It
was a big shock to this neighborhood. We moved up here from
South Florida to get away from
crime," Allwes said.
Dispatcher Steve Karpuleon
said Fahringer was cut in the
face. She was treated and
released from Wood County

Hospital. Kane suffered a knife
wound to the throat.
According to a high-school
friend of Kane's, Jennifer Johnson, repeated attempts to resuscitate Kane by Bowling Green
police and fire personnel were to
no avail.
Police do not believe either
Kane or Fahringer knew Baker.
Ash said Wood County Prosecutor Alan Mayberry will convene a special session of the
Wood County Grand Jury at an
unspecified time this week.

Baker is currently being held
in the Wood County Jail on the
preliminary charges of murder
and felonious assault, Mayberry
said in a statement released Sunday.
Ash said police spent Sunday
interviewing neighbors, and the
incident is officially under investigation by both the Bowling
Green Police Department and the
Wood County Prosecutor's Office.
Joe Boyle contributed to this
article.
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Kelly Die Inch/The BC New.

A student from Japan looks at cakes In a showcase at Kroger Friday. Twenty Japanese students
from Hiroshima Jogakuin University visited BGSU to learn American culture and lifestyle last
week.
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YOU'RE INVITED TO THE
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MERCHANTS
FAIR

S

353-BIKE (2453)
1997 Bikes Have Arrived
Come See Us At The Merchants Fair

Tuesday, September 10
11 am to 6 pm

Ba<ek To S<slfo©©l Turne-nap
Special with Goapon

Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union

Basic Tune-up was $19.95
now $15.00
Complete Tune-up was $36.50
now $29.95
\

5% off all accessories
Good through October 31, 1996

Stop in and see what businesses
and organizations in Bowling Green
have to offer. Exhibitors will have
coupons, free samples, give-aways
and drawings for great prizes!
Enter our drawing for gift certificates
from local merchants
including the
GRAND PRIZE
for
Round-Trip Airfare to Florida
during Spring Break

181S. Main St, Bowling Green
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

WORLD'S NAIL

DONT MISS IT!

WHAT price beauty?

Free Admission

Specializing in Acrylic
Nails
Professional in Airbrush Design
Full Set £35.00

V

Sponsored by:
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce
The BG News
Downtown Business Association
Bowling Green State University

Fill ins $20.00

Free Airbrush with any design of your choice
Inside Woodland Mall
419-354-1020
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Kevorkian helps in 40th suicide
The Associated Press
BLOOMFIELD TOWNSHIP,
Mich. - Less than a day after
police burst Into a motel room to
"save" a woman from committing suicide with Dr. Jack Kevorkian's help, she killed herself
Saturday with Kevorkian by her
side.
"She said 'how dare they,' "
Kevorkian's lawyer, Geoffrey
Fieger, said Saturday in announcing the death of Isabel Correa.
Correa, 60, of Fresno, Calif.,
had said she suffered from a
spinal cord disorder that left her
in intense pain for six years and
forced her to use a wheelchair. "I
came to die," she said Friday before becoming the 40th person
known to have died with Kevorkian's help since 1990.
Kevorkian himself drove the
woman's body to Beaumont Hospital in nearby Royal Oak at 2:0S
p.m. Saturday and handed emergency room workers a card identifying the woman, a hospital
spokeswoman said. The medical
examiner's office was sent to
pick up the body.
Correa was meeting with Kevorkian at a local motel Friday
night when two officials from
Oakland County prosecutor's of-

fice and as many as 20 police
officers "pushed In a door," halted the session and said they
were there to "save" Correa,
Fieger said.
"Despite the efforts of those
thugs last night, Isabel Correa
ended her pain today with the
help of Dr. Kevorkian," Fieger
said at Saturday's news conference. "We're here today to celebrate a blow for freedom."
Fieger said that after the confrontation with police at the
motel, Correa had refused to
leave the state without ending
her suffering. He held up a pink
sweater she had worn Friday,
saying, "This is the flag of freedom. Isabel Correa's flag of
freedom."
Fieger earlier had threatened a
$25 million lawsuit because the
police officers had no warrant.
Police Chief Jeffrey Werner
said Saturday the officers didn't
need a warrant because they had
reason to believe a death was
about to occur. He likened the
situation to one in which someone
is holding a gun to his head or
about to jump from a bridge.
Fieger denounced that reasoning. "They break into a room of a
woman who is a paraplegic and is
talking to a doctor," he said.
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"They break into a
room of a woman who
is a paraplegic and is
talking to a doctor.
Kevorkian
committed no crime.
Isabel Correa is not a
criminal."
Geoffrey Fieger
Kevorkian's attorney
"Kevorkian committed no crime.
Isabel Correa is not a criminal."
No arrests were made. But
Fieger said the officers seized
Correa's pain medicine, a sympathy card and her rosary.
Police said the medicine was
returned to Correa after she
identified herself. And they said
six officers, not 20, went into the
room.
Fieger said the interruption affected Correa's mood.
"She was more determined to
get Dr. Kevorkian's help," he
said.
Oakland County Prosecutor
Richard Thompson said at his
own news conference Saturday
that Correa's brother-in-law told
police at the scene that he was
against her seeking Kevorkian's

help.
"He Indicated that family
members had tried to talk her out
of it.... He had come here against
his better judgment."
Thompson lost his re-election
bid in the Aug. 6 primary to a
candidate who called the prosecution of Kevorkian a waste of
money. Thompson has unsuccessfully tried Kevorkian twice
on charges related to assisting
suicides, most recently in May.
Kevorkian also was acquitted on
an assisted suicide charge in
neighboring Wayne County.
Werner said police had put the
motel room under surveillance
after getting a tip from the Oakland County Sheriff's Department that an assisted suicide was
planned.
Werner said police saw Kevorkian carry a box into the room.
Thompson said the box contained
chemicals that included potassium chloride, which stops a
heart when injected.
Kevorkian said in an interview
published Saturday in The New
York Times that he has helped
more suicides than the 39 he had
acknowledged before Correa's
death. Neither Kevorkian nor
Fieger would discuss exactly
how many assisted suicides they
have not disclosed, but the number is believed to be small, the
Times said.
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Bring in a friend or family today!
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Tlw Amclated Praia

Residents of John Rissler Road in Jefferson County, W. Vs.,
wade across a section of road swallowed by the rising Shenandoah River Saturday. Area Emergency services Issued voluntary
evacuation notices Friday explaining those who chose to stay
would be trapped by the river for several days.

Fran survivors
pick up pieces
The Associated Press
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great scores...

great skills...
Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.
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If.you are an applicant who
qualifies and are between the a^es o(
18 and 27 by February 1,1997. never
married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be
Ohio's representative at the CBSnationally televised Miss ISA*
Pageant* in February to compete for
over $200,000 in cashland prizes The
Miss Ohio ISA Pageant for 199" will
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of
the Columbus Marriott North in
MELISSA BOYD
Columbus. Ohio, November 30 &
Mtss Oho USA"
December 1.1996 The new Miss Ohio
ISA, along with her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-nalionally
televised Miss ISA Pageant, will receive over $ 1,000 incash among her many
pnzes All ladies Interested in competing for the title must respond bv mail
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Kaplan helps you locus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so you can gel a
higher score

RilYP-lM ©> Bftca/6
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get a higher score

• Fufl Espresso Bar
• Complete Sub
& Salad Menu
. LOTS of
Great Music

KAPLAN

1811/2 S. Main St.
Bowling Green

1-800-KAP-TEST

353-MOKA

Water, and especially ice, remained crucial commodities
RALEIGH, N.C. - Their and lines formed at stores
neighborhoods in tatters but offering supplies - many for
their resolve largely intact, free.
residents of hurricaneWith many areas flooded
battered areas turned Sunday
to cleaning up formidable with sewage-tainted water and
messes, watching swollen thousands of trees on the
waterways and adjusting to ground, life was hardly relife without electricity. At turning to normal. But, on a
least six people were still re- muggy, torrid day, people ventured out with rakes and chain
ported missing.
saws, and utility and municiFour electric utilities re- pal crews and private treeported a total- of 596,000 cus- clearing contractors plied the
tomers still without power. streets and back roads.

Black Swamp
was inspired by the wheel chair
itself, according to Kuebler.
"I bought the wheelchair at a
last year's festival," said Jim
Fields of Pemberville. "But I do sale which was found at an old
hardware store," he said. "I picenjoy the music the most."
Fields said he helped build the tured an old, disabled veteran sitlog cabin that was once a part of ting in that wheelchair."
The other figure was of an old,
the Black Swamp Festival during
the 1960s. At that time the fes- backwater swamp healer which
tival took place at the location of was inspired by a song by Jim
Staford, Kuebler said.
the University golf course.
"I loved the song and the story
Sitting close to the stage and
enjoying the sound of Davies, it told," he said. "She makes love
Tom Kuebler of Bowling Green potions and cast spells. I loved
also agrees the music is the wel- her personality and the whole
coming committee to the festival. idea."
Kuebler said that he enjoys the
However, Kuebler is very
much involved with the arts dur- Black Swamp Festival because it
ing the festival. He is the creator "brings Bowling Green
of the two static figures which together."
"Everyone gets to know one
are displayed in the window of
another at the festival," Kuebler
Ben Franklin.
Made of silicon and fiberglass, said. "It's great to discover
the old man in the wheelchair what's here."

Continued from page one.

10% Student Discount on Donated
Goods with Valid College ID
Good selection of Clothing, Furniture,
and Household Items
Goodwill Retail Store

Th(

OBSIDIAN

Newspaper

Writers, Photographers, Salespeople Wanted
Organizational Meeting
Wed., September 11,7pm
West Hall Rm. 203
The Obsidian covers issues and events concerning ALL multicultural students at BGSU.
Siktnct is iho voice ot complacency

Questions, coll 354-7041

1058 N. Main
Hours: Mon-Sat: 9-9
Sunday: 12-5

Come and see what
I you're a part of...
11 l^B
I It's a tradition. It's an organiza• \\m Vtlon. It's even more important
I ^tifl ^r than free samples. So after you've
j
^^^—
had your share, stop by and
^
/*\ learn what the BGSU Recycling Program does for you,
and our planet.

See us at the Merchant's Fair! Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, 11-6 on Sept. 10.
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Indiana reams Soccer wins weekend tourney
Tait-less Toledo
Q.
Jim Tocco

MEN'S
SOCCER

The BC News

scooping up a fumbled pitch
on a fourth-down play at the
TOLEDO, Ohio - The game Indiana 11 with 7:14 left in the
between Indiana and Toledo second quarter.
was supposed to feature a
battle between running backs
Tait, who set MAC records
Alex Smith of the Hooslers with 1,905 yards and 20 touchand Wasean Tait of the Rock- downs last year, will undergo
ets. But after both were in- surgery on the tendon In the
jured, Indiana's depth at the next two days and on the ligaposition made a big difference ment in three months. He will
in the Hooslers' 40-6 victory.
be able to take a medical redSmith's backup, Jason shirt option and come back to
Spear, picked up the slack play for the Rockets In 1997.
Saturday and scored three
"When I went out there and
times, with touchdown runs of saw him (Tait) with tears In
3 yards in the third quarter his eyes, It was one of the
and 1 and 32 yards in the final worst moments of my life,"
period. He finished with 73 Toledo coach Gary Pinkel
yards in 13 carries.
said. "It's the ugliest part of
"I liked the way the young the job when someone who
kid came in there," Indiana works so hard and is such a
coach Bill Mallory said in ref- quality person has this happen
erence to Spear. "When Alex to him."
got hurt, Jason Spear came in
and I was very pleased with
Bill Manolopoulos kicked
him. It was nice to see him two field goals and Eric Allen
step up and really come ran 24 yards with an intercepthrough for us."
ted pass for a touchdown for
the Hoosiers In the season
Smith was injured in the opener for both teams. It also
third quarter as he was hit out was the first time a Big Ten
of bounds and struck a wall Conference team had been the
following a 22-yard gain. He visitor in a game with a Midwalked off the field and was American Conference school.
taken to the University of
The Hoosiers dominated
Toledo Hospital for obser- from their first series. Smith,
vation, but the extent of his in- who gained 174 yards on 26
juries had not been de- carries before being hurt, ran
termined.
for his touchdown with 11:02
Tail's situation appears to left in the first quarter on Inbe far more serious. The diana's third offensive play.
senior tailback is out for the Manolopoulos made It 10-0
season after tearing the pate- later in the quarter with a
lla tendon and the anterior 26-yard field goal.
cruciate ligament in his left
He kicked a 34-yarder in the
knee. The injury occurred second quarter on the series
when he was tackled after before Tait's Injury.
Assosciated Press

The Orange and Brown posted
their first wins of the 1996 season
Saturday with 1-0 victories over would have tied the game.
"Tony is a great kid, and he can
Vermont and New Hampshire.
After a 1-1 tie in the opener lead by example," coach Mel
against Memphis, the BG kickers Mahler said earlier this year of
sought to get the ball spinning the senior who was unsure if he
the right way in the UNH Pe- could even begin the 1996 season
psi/Nike Classic. The schedule because of a nagging ankle inincluded the noon Saturday jury.
A Dave Kindl goal at 65:14 gave
contest against Vermont, and a
pitting against host New Hamp- BG the win In a game in which
the score did not reflect the domshire, at 3 p.m. on Sunday.
The defense, which was notici- ination. BG outshot the tournably lackluster in the August 31 ment hosts 25-9, forcing UNH
opener, was once again present goalkeeper Ethan Holmes to
in Saturday's game. The game make 11 saves.
Scott Vallow, whose .52 goalswent scoreless until the game's
84th minute, when senior Steve against average led all freshmen
last year, kept a tidy goal, as he
Klein found the net.
Klein, whose goal came at dealt two shutouts. Vallow has
84:51, added another game- given up only one goal in BG's
winning goal to his impressive first three contests. The shutouts
mounting career stats. The goal are the 11th and 12 of Vallow's
was assisted by sophomore Tim short but impressive career.
Steve Klein, whose goal won
Ashton.
Bowling Green launched 23 the first game, assisted Dave
shots on goal, keepelng Vermont Kindl's goal In the second
goalkeeper Chris Shaver busy. contest. The assist was Klein's
33rd of his distinguished career,
Shaver made eight saves.
In the second game, it was and It ties him with Neil Ridgway
more of the same for BG's unfor- (1980-83) for second on the alltunate opponents. Although it time list
The Falcons, by winning both
was mostly due to the aggressive
nature of the attackers that BG's games, won the UNH Pepsi/Nike
backcourt seldom saw the ball, Classic. The tournament conthe defense was once again pre- sisted of four teams, and was being played this time for its sevBG Newi pkata/Dmc Kkraamky
sent.
Senior sweeper and co-captain enth consecutive year. The Senior Steve Klein scored the game-winner in the first game, and set a
Tony Dore, who went on record fourth team involved in the tour- career milestone in the second.
after BG's opener as saying that nament was Lafayette UniversiThe Falcons continue their cently ranked third in the Great
"defensively, our team played ty. The Falcons snapped host
bad as a whole," made what was New Hampshire's three-year seven game road trip next Satur- Lakes region, were picked by
perhaps the play of the tourna- winning streak of the event. day a little closer to home, in Ox- four of six MAC coaches to win
ment In the second half of the Steve Klein, Dave Kindl, Joe ford, Ohio, at the Mu Kelme Invi- the conference. BG's first congame. I .ending the defense back Burch, and Tony Dore won all- tational. Bowling Green will not ference game will be October 6,
face host and conference rival at home against Kentucky.
to its top notch form by example, tournament honors.
The tournament win Improves
As you read this edition, the Miami University, but will hope
Dore made what can only be described as an nmazing kicksave team is still riding on a bus bound to garner wins against Central BG's record to 2-0-1 for the year.
when UNH forward Zac Comey for Bowling Green, concluding Connecticut State and George BG will return home for a September 29 contest with Eastern
blasted a shot that got past goal- the first leg of a strenuous road Washinston University.
The Falcons, who were re- Illinois at Cochrane field.
keeper Scott Vallow. The shot stretch.

Ravens show
their true color Eddie Murray hits 500th homer
Davit) Glnsburg

Alan Robinson
Assosciated Press
PITTSBURGH - They changed
their colors and their name, not
their game. The Baltimore Ravens seemed just like the Cleveland Browns to the Pittsburgh
Steelers, and Vinny Testaverde
still looked exactly the same.
Rod Woodson, in his first big
game since severely injuring a
knee, intercepted Testaverde's
first pass for a touchdown and
recovered a fumble, and the
Steelers took out their injury
frustrations on the transplanted
Browns 31-17 Sunday.
Mike Tomczak, the Steelers'
newly anointed starting quarterback, threw two touchdown passes - one more than last season and Pittsburgh (1-1) got a succession of big plays from fill-ins for
injured regulars.
Chad Brown, making a hasty
adjustment from inside linebacker to the injured Greg
Lloyd's outside position, stopped
a fourth-quarter Ravens drive

with a goal-line fumble recovery.
Assosciated Press
Rookie linebacker Carlos Emmons forced the fumble Woodson
BALTIMORE - Eddie Murray
recovered. And Charles Johnson, hit his 500th career home run
playing for the injured Yanccy Friday night, joining Hall of
Thigpen, made a 5-yard TD catch Famers Hank Aaron and Willie
to put Pittsburgh up 21-14.
Mays as the only players with at
The Ravens (1-1) did no better least 3,000 hits and 500 homers
in their first game in Three
Exactly one year after Cal RipRivers Stadium than the Browns ken electrified a sellout crowd at
did In their last seven, losing as Camden Yards by playing in his
usual as Testaverde (13-of-24, record 2,131st consecutive game,
159 yards) again ruined any Murray became the 15th player
chances of winning with critical to hit 500 home runs.
In the seventh inning of the
mistakes.
Testaverde ran for his second Baltimore Orioles' rain-delayed
touchdown in as many games and game against the Detroit Tigers,
threw a touchdown pass, but his he sent the first pitch from Feearly errors helped Pittsburgh lipe Lira over the right-field wall.
open a 28-14 first-half lead. Tes- His 21st homer of the season, a
taverde was virtually error-free solo shot, tied the game 3-3.
in Baltimore's franchise-debut
As soon as the ball cleared the
win over Oakland last week, but wall, multi-colored confetti
is 0-7 with seven TD passes and rained down on the field. Murray
11 interceptions in seven career slowly circled the bases and was
starts against Pittsburgh.
greeted by most of his teamWith Lloyd out for the year mates at the plate.
with a knee injury, it again fell on
A huge banner unfurled down
the ivy-covered wall in center
See RAVENS, page six. field that read, "CONGRATU-

LATIONS EDDIE 500."
The crowd shouted "EDDIE!
EDDIE!" for nearly nine
minutes, and Murray came out to
give the crowd a few heartfelt
waves. The game was further delayed as ushers cleared the field
of the confetti.
Murray, 40, spent the latter
part of the celebration alternating pacing the dugout and sitting
down. Then he emerged for a
second curtain call and shook
hands with several fans in the
first row to the left of the dugout.
Murray Is the first switchhitter in the 3,000-500 club.
Aaron and Mays hit righthanded.
This homer came left-handed.
A rain delay of 2 hours, 20
minutes severely depleted the
crowd and left the stadium
barely half full. But those In attendance gave Murray a prolonged standing ovation that he
acknowledged with a tip of the
cap after he reached the dugout.
Murray is hardly typical of the
sluggers on the 500-homer list.
He never hit more than 33 in a

season and has reached 30 in only
five of 20 seasons.
"I never considered myself a
home-run hitter," he said recently.
Murray spent his first 12 major
league seasons with the Orioles,
hitting 333 home runs while
averaging 99 RBIs a year. But he
was traded away after the 1988
season following a dispute that
began when owner Edward Bennett Williams questioned his
leadership abilities.
Ironically, many of the Orioles
have lauded Murray's presence
in the clubhouse since he rejoined the team in a trade with
the Cleveland Indians on July 21.
"Eddie has meant a lot to me
and everybody," Orioles second
baseman Roberto Alomar said. "I
learn a lot from him, just by
watching him and talking to
him."
Murray hit six homers in his
first 25 games with the Orioles as
their designated hitter, giving
him 498 for his career. That's
when his drive for No. 500 turned
into an arduous task.

Early in his second tenure with
Baltimore, Murray said his
biggest wish was that his 500th
homer would come quickly so he
and the Orioles couid fully concentrate on getting into the
playoffs.
It didn't quite work that way.
Murray hit No. 498 on Aug. 16
in Oakland, then went 12 games Including nine straight at home without one. During that homestand, team officials stopped posting the number "498" on the
right-field scoreboard at Murray's request.
Murray finally hit No. 499 on
Aug. 30 in Seattle, but went
homerless in the final five games
of the road trip. The Orioles returned home Friday, and team
officials went about resurrecting
the celebration plans they had in
place during the previous homestand.
Now Murray has a place In history with Aaron and Mays.
Last year, Murray became the
20th member of the 3,000-hit club
while the Indians were at Minnesota.

FALCON VOLL€VBflLL HOM€ OP€N€R VS. WRIGHT STfiT€-7:00
BGSU Students show ID at door for easy admission
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CAMPUS SALES DIHECTO!
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Applications available in the Office ol Student Activities 330
University Union.
Applications due:
Thursday September 12th by 5pm.
'Interviews will be on Friday September 13th. 372-7164

Tony Packo's Cafe
5827 Monroe St. Slyvania, OH
is now hiring qualified individuals for the
following positions:
* Kitchen
* Counter Service
•Wait
Please apply between 2 - 4 pm.
No phone calls please.
EOE
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struggles:
OSU steams Rice, 70-7 Sampras
Chang, Graf advance
Rusty Miller

Associated Press

COLUMBUS -- In a battle of
the biggest and smallest
schools in Division I-A football,
bigger was definitely better.
Tenth-ranked Ohio State,
with more than 49,000 students
on campus, picked up three
touchdowns apiece from Pepe
Pearson and Michael Wiley in
rolling over Rice 70-7 Saturday.
The Owls could have put all
2,600 students on the field and
it might not have turned
around the result.
"I'm totally shocked that the
game got this out of hand,"
Ohio State coach John Cooper
said. "We didn't expect that to
happen."
Shocked even more was an
angry Owls coach Ken Hatfield, who confronted Cooper
near midfield - obviously upset that the Buckeyes threw a
60-yard touchdown pass late in
the third quarter with a 56-7
lead.
"It was personal between
John and me. Ask him what
was said," Hatfield said.
"Everyone wants to go for the
golden game. Everyone thinks
you need to score 100 to get
recognition. I think the end is
greater than the means."
The Buckeyes scored their
most points in an opener since

MONDAY
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1933, and handed Rice its worst
opening loss ever.
Backup quarterback Joe
Germaine passed for three
touchdowns and starter Stanley Jackson two as Ohio State
outgained the Owls 632-218 in
total yards.
Cooper said part of the problem was the Owls' man-to-man
coverage.
"That's when it got out of
hand," Cooper said. "But our
guys are fighting for playing
time and I want them to play
hard. No, I'm not going to tell
Joe Montgomery to go out
there and not run hard. We
cleared the bench and got a lot
of players in the game."
Ohio State lost a lot of stars
from last year's team, Including Heisman Trophy winner
Eddie George, quarterback
Bobby Hoying, All-American
flanker Terry Glenn and tight
end Rickey Dudley.
But the Buckeyes had plenty
of firepower without them.
They took advantage of three
bad punts by Rice's Tucker
' Phillips to take a 21-0 lead in
the first quarter, and never let
up.
It was the most points scored
in an opener by Ohio State
since beating Virginia 75-0 in
1933. The 632 yards was the
seventh highest total In Ohio
State history.
"That's the worst beating I'-

ve ever got," said defensive
end Ndukwe Kalu. "They didnt
run up the score. They brought
young guys in and they did the
job. If I were them, I'd of tried
to score 100."
Seven of Ohio State's 10
touchdowns came on drives
that lasted less than 2 minutes.
Jackson threw a 2-yard
touchdown pass to tight end
John Lumpkin on the Buckeyes' opening possession. The
next time the Buckeyes got the
ball, Pearson scored on an
8-yard run, capping a 58-second drive. After a 4-yard punt
by Phillips, who averaged 43.6
yards per kick last year, Pearson ended another short drive
with a 22-yard touchdown run.
Germaine's TD passes
covered 15 yards to Dimitrious
Stanley, and 51 and 60 yards to
Wiley. Wiley also scored on a
49-yard reverse.
Jackson hit another freshman receiver, David Boston,
with a 58-yard scoring pass.
Jackson completed 7 of 9 passes for 151 yards, while Germaine was 5 of 10 for 164
yards.
"I'm a little surprised. I
thought we'd play well and
execute our game plan. But I
didnt think the outcome would
be what it was. In my wildest
dreams, I didn't think we'd
score 70 points," offensive coordinator Joe Hollis said.

The Sampras-Ivanisevic match
lasted 2 hours, 20 minutes ~
p about 40 minutes longer than it
would have if Sampras hadn't
done the unthinkable. Sampras
wanted this match over as fast as
possible. He just couldn't quite
do it when he first had the chance
with four match points in the
third set.
Leading 6-3 in the tiebreaker,

Woodson to make big plays.
The first one fell right into
his hands, thanks to Testaverde.

■vith two serves to put the match
away, Sampras watched one
backhand go by him for 6-4, then
double-faulted to 6-5, both serves
clipping the net cord and popping
out.
"I basically choked on the second serve," Sampras acknowledged. "Then I was waiting for
him to miss, and you can't do
that."
Ivanisevic didnt miss the rest
of that tiebreaker, closing it out
with an ace as a jet roared overhead.

Sieve Wllsieln
Assosciated Press
NEW YORK - Pete Sampras
choked. He knew it. The crowd
saw it. Goran Ivanisevic celebrated it.
The moment passed in embarrassment for Sampras, and he
played an extra set he didn't need
and most certainly didn't want
two days after throwing up and
nearly fainting on court.
Yet when he walked off after
the third semifinal on SemiSuper Saturday, he held up his
arms in triumph, a U.S. Open finalist again in defense of his title.
Sampras, who will go for his
fourth Open championship Sunday against Michael Chang,
wound up with 6-3,6-4, 6-7 (11-9),
6-3 victory over Ivanisevic.
To absolutely no one's surprise, defending champion Steffi
Graf plays Monica Seles for the
women's title in a rematch of last
year final duel.

RAVENS
Continued from page five.

Woodson, beaten badly
for a touchdown In the
Steelers' 24-9 seasonopening loss in Jacksonville
and still not fully recovered
from reconstructive surgery, cut in front of Michael Jackson for an unimpeded 43-yard interception
score with 54 seconds gone.
Woodson later was beaten
in 1-on-l coverage by Derrick Alexander for a
17-yard scoring pass catch
that tied it at 14, only to
alertly fell on the Emmonsforced Testaverde fumble
at the Ravens' 43.

"The first couple of games in
the fourth set, I couldn't believe I
was still out there," Sampras
said. "I wasn't mad at myself. I
was a little bit rattled. I couldn't
believe what was happening. I
needed to regroup and regain my
composure."
That's exactly what Sampras
did, settling down, waiting for his
chances, finally gaining a break
to 5-3 with the help of a fan. At
deuce in that game, Ivanisevic
was about to hit a forehand when
a fan yelled out in the silence,
"Whooo!" Ivanisevic turned, took
his eye off the ball, and netted it.
The point lost, he scowled up into
the crowd, but knew he could do
nothing. Sampras closed him out
in the game with a backhand return.

Tomczak, who had one
touchdown pass and 10
interceptions over the last
two seasons until Sunday,
kept the ensuing drive going by improvising a 6-yard
completion to tight end
Mark Bruener on secondand-5. Two plays later, Andre Hastings broke free of
man-to-man coverage to
make a wide-open catch of
Tomczak's 20-yard scoring
pass for a 28-14 Steelers
lead with 3:13 remaining in
the first half.

See US OPEN, page Seven.
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Montel Williams X

News

NBC News

Cops.:;

Real TV c

Fresh Prince of Bel-Air

Movie: TutCre»"( 1996. Drama) Teri Polo. X

M'A-S-H S Tonight Show (In Slereo]

Station

Barney

GED

Business

Newt-Lehref

Survival X

Nova Making ot a Doctor |R| (In Stereo) X

Internet'

Charlie ROM (In Stereo)

Survival X

Nova -Making ot a Doctor |R) {In Slereo) I

Served

Charlie Rose 'In Ste'eo)

Star Trek: Neit Gener.

NevriX
(Wishbone

|Cheer»X

SaunwSt. Couch

Oudley

Bill Nye

ArtWrkshp

Gourmel

Sews

Garden

Sesame Street |R) X

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Wild Am.

Dating

Newtywed

Paid Prog

Paid Prog

Mega Man

Gargoyles

Eak!

Batman

5eet:e:v:"| Rangers

Tim on

Simpsons

Home Imp. |Mad-You

Seinfeld S Home Imp.

Melrote Place X

Party Girl

LushLile

NewsX

Midday

Paid Prog.

Northern Exposure V

Darkwing

Gargoyles

Aladdin X

Timon

The Mask

Court TV

News

Day t Data

To Be Announced

In House

Ma'colm

Goode

Sparks X

News

Wrestling

Griffith

1 Love Lucy Golden

Batman

Beetleborg Rangers

Fresh Pr.

Step-Step

Simpsons

Roseanne

Home Imp. jHomelesp.

In House

Malcolm

Good*

Sparks B

Mews

Fresh Pr.

unman

DreimOn

| Politically

COM Saturday Night Livt X
ESPN Sportecenter !R)
HBO Inside the NFL

(Brady

Politically

Wanted

s

jTop Cops

Flintstones Goof Troop Eak!

|0eily Show ISoap X

[Whose?

Yearbook

Movie: -The La«ol His Tnbe"(l992)

[Movie: -Sw«cMgCrijnr»<s"(1988)I Fust Look
Game

[Swamp

Sharks

|Mov»e:ee -CMParar*se"0986iR»inW.iars.

Colleo. Football Aniona at Iowa |H)

SC College Football Howard al Marshall (R)
Hitchcock iDarkside
SCIFI Amazing Spider-Man
USA

flicki Lake

|J. Patemo

[Odyssey B Buck Rogers

Live With the People's Court. Love Connection & the Big Date

Lloyd Can

[yearbook

Kids in Hail A-ListX
[Yearbook

Inside Stutl Up Close

Sports-center

Creatures

Daily Show |Movie: .* XiuO P<raa-»"(1986) Poor Williams.
NFL Prime Monday

] Coach 31

Paid Prog.
(Marned .

Nick Saban |Pathflnde>

Innerview

J. Cooper

[Buckeye

[Tribe TV

Powerboat Sports Writers on TV

[Twit Zone

Monsters

| Bionic Woman

Sin Million Dollar Man

Wanted

jwlngaS

Renegade "Thrill Kill* X [Highlander: The Senas

■iii-m '■ ■nn'gTroro?r«r?-Te?^

J Gymnastics: Professional OUIOOOJ Championship.

jBaaebal

jTopCopa

|Wings X

Forever Knight I
Murder. She Wrote 5

[Fame

[Innerview

She-Woll ol London

:

\
Don't Miss %f
££_V Tonight's Specials
At

The Bowl-N-Greenery
WINGS & THINGS
featuring all you can eat chicken wings,
including soup & salad bar and beverages
And...

VEGETARIAN ENTREES
all you can eat soup & salad bar,
potato bar and beverages

X 15.20

Sportscenter X

[wWF: Monday Raw

Scoreboard Central

Boxing: Fight Noht at the Forum

Fri. the 13th Seriea

Twil.Zont |Monsters

\crne

Knight

Silk Stalkings (In Stereo) Silk Stalkings (In Stereo; GrillMe

Tonight At The Student Union

featuring

Star Trek

Composers' Specials X Movie: •»• 'Clear ami Present Oinger"(1994) Harrison Ford. X Movie:«••'■ •■MalcctoX"|l992ISc«eLee'sr^xtra«ollhelateciv'rio^tsadvocate PG-13 First Look 1 Pie-Sky"

Incredible Hulk

VERY VEGGIE

Roseanne

fij

Mi

Start your week out right with
one of our dinner specials
From entrees to desserts we have what
you're hungry for at prices that can't be beat.

1/2 Rotisserie
Chicken Dinner
or
Popcorn Shrimp
in a Basket

$7.95
Other sandwiches
& dinners
always available

.&
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Another Pay-Per-View rip off: Tyson wins
EdSchuylerJr.
Assosciaied Press

LAS VEGAS - Mike Tyson
needed 109 seconds to win the
WBA heavyweight championship
from Bruce Seldon on Saturday
night in the MGM Grand Garden.
Seldon is known as the Atlantic
City Express and his journey
with Tyson certainly was a fast
one.
Tyson knocked down Seldon
with a glancing right hand to the
top of the head. At first, referee
Richard Steele thought it was a
slip, then realized it was a punch
and began to count. After Seldon
took the mandatory 8-count on
his feet, Tyson dropped Seldon
face down with a left hook.
Again Seldon struggled up, but
his legs were rubbery and Steele
stopped the fight.
Although the left hook that
scored the second knockdown
was a solid one to the chin, the estimated crowd of 9,000 booed lustily when both knockdowns were
rerun on the big screens in the
arena. They also booed when the
official time was announced.
Although Tyson holds the WBC

US OPEN

title, it was not at stake because
of an agreement by Tyson to
make his first WBC defense
against Lennox Lewis. Tyson is
expected to relinquish the WBC
title and defend the WBA title
against Evander Holyfield on
Nov. 9 at the MGM Grand.
It simply was a mismatch.
"Fix. Fix," shouted some disgruntled fans, some of whom
paid $1,000 for a ticket.
Seldon's best punch is his left
jab and he did land It a couple of
times, but it made absolutely no
difference as Tyson swarmed all
over him. Seldon was able to tie
up Tyson on a couple of occasions, and then came the two
knockdowns that ended it and
had the crowd jeering.
The 109-second bout was not
Tyson's fastest in a championship. He knocked out Michael
Spinks In 91 seconds and Carl
Williams in 93 in undisputed
championship bouts in 1988 and
1989, respectively.
"I didn't choke up," the
29-year-old Seldon said. "The

first time he hit me, he just
grazed me. He got a little elbow
behind It, which did me in. The
second time, it rattled my eyes. I
couldn't see clearly."
"Cus: Two down, one to go,"
said Tyson, referring to his late
mentor, Cus D'Amato.
"He was fighting and moving,
so he was hard to hit at first,"
Tyson said of Seldon. "My mode
of operation once I get a man
hurt is reckless abandon."
The 32-year-old Tyson, who
weighed 219 pounds, earned $15
million for his 45th victory
against a single loss. It was his
39th knockout.
Seldon got $5 million in losing
for the fourth time against 33
wins and 29 knockouts. It was
Seldon's third knockout loss. Five
years ago, he was knocked out in
the first round by Riddick Bowe
and stopped in the ninth round by
Oliver McCall.
Tyson's easy win was lus
fourth since he began a comeback since being released from
prison on March 25,1995.

NOW HIRING

Continued from page Six.

"It*s frustrating, but what can
you do?" Ivanisevic said. "1 can
only jump from the bridge on the
way to the hotel."
Sampras, who served 24 aces,
played well enough to beat a big
hitter who cracked 30 aces but
didn't try to tire him out in long
rallies.
"I knew he was going to be
strong," Ivanisevic said. "He had
one day to recover. He just threw
up, he didn't die. I knew it would
not bother him today. He came
through strongly."
Sampras isn't worried about
playing again Sunday, though
he'll be facing a much different
opponent in the baseline-bashing,
tireless Chang.
"I feel ready to go," said Sampras, who hasn't won a Grand
Slam title since last year's Open.
"This Is my last chance to win a
major. ••

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS
(CASHIERS)

COLLEGIATE 444
COLLEGIATE 4-H

UnhreraHy Computer Service*
Fall Seminar*

The first meeting of Collegiate 4-H for (he
1996-97 school year will be Tuesday. September 10 al 8:30pm in 117 BA Everyone welcome- no previous 4-H experience necessary
Come join the funl

The foUowmg University Computer Services
Seminars win be offered (his fall These free
seminars are open to anyone al BGSU You
must call 372-2011 to register tor these seminars. A complete seminar list can be found on
the WWW el:
httpi/Awww bgsu .edu/rJep*rtmentsAic*/sem
inars

1

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977

COLLEGIATE 4-H
COLLEGIATE 4-H
Cross-Cultural Conversation Connection
Are you interested in learning more about another culture? Would you like to make a new
friend from another country? This program will
match you with an international student for the
semester. Join us for an informational session
Monday Septmeber 9th @ 7:30pm m Moseiey
200 or call 2 8205 for more details.
Jan BGSU's Nationally Ranked
Academic Quiz Team
Practice Wednesdays 9pm. BA 1000

CAMPUS EVENTS

' • • OBSIDIAN "" OBSIDIAN • • '
Am you intarMtod in IUUM that affect multicultural students on campus? Do you Uke to wnte
or take pictures? The Obsidian is the place for
you. An informational meeting will be held on
September 11.7pm.203 West Hall Hyouhave
questions call 354-7041.
• • • OBSIDIAN' * OBSIDIAN ■ * *

AMAH*AM A"*" AM A"*AM A™ A M A
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
MFONTTC
Wednesday, Sept. 11 th
5 30-6 30pm BA 112
FREE PIZZA AND POPI
All majors welcome I
AHA—AMA-"AMA'"AUA-AMA

AOII' RUSH ■ AOII' RUSH
Come meet the sisters of Alpha
Omicron Pi TONIGHT tor Open
Rush, 8 or Opm at the AOII House
Questions call 372 ?840
Turning exceptional girls into
Extraordinary Women.
AOII * RUSH * AOII' RUSH

Non-Traditional Student Association
Membership Drive
September 10-12
Are you returning to school afler having your
education interrupted for over a year? Or are
you over Vie age of 25? Do you have children
or are you married'1 Any one of these characteristics makes you a non-traditional student al
BGSU.
The Non-Traditional Student Association is a
network of students that provide each other
with support, encouragement, and information
to help ease the transition beck to school We
also oiler social gatherings and events tor students and families throughout the year.
Please come check us out in the basement of
Moeeley Hall during our membership drive
September 10-12 and enjoy the free refreshments. Current members please come by and
update your emergency notification file.
If you can't make it. please cad 2-8248 and
leave a message.
One of the TOP 10 radio stations in the nation
needs students for Music. Productions. Traffic.
Programming, Sales. Metal, and DJ positions.
COME TO WFAL'S INFO NIGHT
Tuesday Sept. 10 at 9pm in 121 West Hall
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
for new store opening at
1560 E. Wooster St., B.G.
• Competitive Pay

ATTENTION
Honors Student Association
1 st General Meeting
Tues Sept. 10
9pm
Watch For Location TBA
FREE SUNOAESII

• Great Rcnefils
• Advancement Potential
• Flexible Schedules
• Student Incentive Bonus (up to $200.00 a Quarter)
• Cashier Referral Bonus ($100.00)

BGSU WOMEN'S CLUB HOCKEY
Informational meeting tor all women
interested in playing Club Hockey
Mon. Sept. 9 @ 9:30pm in Ice Arena Lounge
Any questions call Nicole @ 3S3 ' 352 or
Melissa @ 353-8243

We Offer:

Apply in person: Mon.- Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1560 E. Wooster

SuperAmerica

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEES
Come share your overseas experiences with
other study abroad returnees" Choose between the following two sessions
Wed. Sept. 11 /00 9 00pm 1104 Often West
Sat.. Sept. 14 10am -noon 1104 Otlen. West
Call 2-03O9 if you have any questions
The KARATE Advantage
Expand your mental and physical abilities to
the hmitfWhile learning SELF-DEFENSE
Great for women and men.

JoinUKSnowii
Bowling Green Gaming Sooely
Roleptaying. Board, Strategic Games

A DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL PROUD TO BE AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Phi Beta Lambda
Co-Ed Business Fraternity
InformaBonal Meeting
Mon Sept 9th. 7:00pm in BA 110
Open to any age and major
FREE PIZZA ANO POPI

New Members Welcome
Every Fri. 6pm, 222 Education Bldg.

Free clseeee Mon Sept 9 a Wed Sept 11
THE KEY YEARBOOK
is looking tor volunteer wnters, designers and
photographers. If you have an event or story
you would hke to work on for the 96/97 KEY
call Ann TODAY at 372-8635.

PC-Eudofa<IBM>. This seminar covers "he ba
scs ol electrons mail (e-mail) using PC £u
dora. including reeding, sending and saving *
mail messages. Prior knowledge ol the
Windows concepts or attendance » Intro
Microsoft Windows is recommended. Please
bring a 3.5" <fcsk. Attendees must have a
BGNet account (created at least 48 hours poor
to the seminar).
Tu** .Sept. 10.from 1-3pmin 128Hayes
EurJora (MAC) This seminar covers the basics
of elocronic mail (e-mail) using Eudora. including reading, sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Macintosh or attendance at the Getting Started on the Mac is
recommended. Please bring a blank 3 5 disk
Attendees must have a BGNet account
(created at least 48 hours pnor to the seminar).
Thurs.. Sept. 12. Noon-2pm. 126 Hayes Hal
Getting Started on the Mac. This seminar
covers the basics of the Macintosh operating
system No previous computer experience is
reouired. Please bring a blank 3 5" disk.
Mon, Sept. 16.10anviiam.i26 Hayes Hal
Thurs.. Sept. 19.2pm-3pm. 126 Hayes Hall
Intro, to Mlcroeon Windows (IBM) This seminar covers the basics of (he Mcroeofi
Windows operating system. No previous computer expenence is required. Please bring a
blank 3.5" disk
Tues.. Sept. I7,2pm-4pm. 128 Hayes Hall
Weds , Sept. 18.9am-1 lam. 128 Hayes Hall
World Wide WebThis seminar introduces fie
World Wide Web using Netscape. Topes include understanding links, bookmarks, search
engines and how to locate information on tie
World Wide Web.
Thurs.. Sept 19. tOam-noon. 126 Hayes Hall
Mon.Sept 23,9*m-llam. l26HayesHall
Into to Microsoft Word (MAC) This seminar
introduces Microsoft Word this includes creeling files, storing files and editing documents
Pnor knowledge of Macintosh operating
system or attendance at Getting Started on tie
Mac is recommended Please bnng a blank
3.5" disk.
Tues..Sept 24. lOam-Noon. 126HayesH*ll
Wed..Sept.25.830-iO:30am.l26Hayes
Intro to Mlcroeoft Word for Window* (IBM)
Th* seminar introduces Microsoft Word for
Windows: this includes creating files, storing
files and editing documents Pnor knowledge
of Windows concepts or attendance to Intro to
Mioosoft Windows ts recommended Please
br.nk a blank 3 5" d.sk
Mon.. Sept. 30.9am-i 1am. 207 Olscamp
Wed.. Oct. 2.2pm-4pm. 207 Olscamp
Intro to BGNet This seminar introduces tie
BGNet menu system and covers navigation
through the major menu items. Attendees must
have a BGNet account (created at least 48
hours prior to the seminar).
Fri. Oct. 4.8 30am 10 30am. 128 Hayes
Wed .Oct 9.1:l5pm-3:l5pm. 128 Hayes Hall
Additional seminars wiH be announced later m
the semester.

Already Tired of Cramped Computer Labs r
BG's NEW
Computer Source
BUY*
hundreds over the

16^

nheBo*linh Utcin*

acl&u}

SVGA MONJTOR ANCJ
CANON COIOR Bubble JET PRJNTFR
INCIUCJES

133 PBKWOI
I 2 OB Hard Drive

P

8\ Mulli-Mcdia Kit
$3 6 Voice Minlem
li- Mil I l« HI \M

Olhcf Systems \\ailablc

Buy Your Own Computer and Get Your Work Done When You Want
at Your Pace in the Comfort of Your Own Room.

IF YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES
To BE A LEADER IN OUR COMPANY,
THIS COULD BE YOUR OFFICE.

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

Welcome Back Students!
The Perfect Job For Mole And Female
Students Who Wont to Work, Stay In
Shape, And Hove Fun!!
■ RPS now offers o base wage
above the industry wage

-Shifts to fit any schedule

Enhanced base wages

Starr Times
Night- 12:30 AM

Tuition assistance

Sunrise - 2:30 AM

Work 3 - 5 hours a day
5 days o week
Bridge in service program

Day - 3:00 PM
Twillighr - 6:30 PM
Preload - 3:30 AM

WE Will BE ON CAMPUS
few ^^"peop/e will ever set foot in an office
At 0C5 you'll develop the qualities you need to belike this But then, lew people have what it takes to be
come a Marine Officer Invaluable training that could
a Marine Officer Officer Candidates School I0CSI is
lead to an exciting career in aviation If you've got
the first step towards preparing you for a yil#__*L___ what it takes to be a leader of Marines, you
future beyond anything you could imagine
could get an office with a spectacular view
i*. h- n. it—jn, K.—»

Captain Minor and Captain Anderson will be handing out more information and '
answering questions on Marine Corps Officer Programs at the Math Science Bldg.
from 9:30am to 3:00pm on September 10, 1996.
If you are interested, please come by or call 1-800-892-7318.

THURSDAY, 9/12

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM

TUESDAY, 9/17

- STUDENT UNION FORT ROOM
10 AM-2 PM

SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS ARE NOT NEEDED
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Changing th# View"
Join UAO
Campua Films Tutt 9:15pm, UAO Workroom
Campus Sales Toes 8pm BA 102
Contemporary Issues Thurs 6 30pm BA 100
Cultural Awareness Tues 7pm. UAO Workroom
Entertainment Tues 6pm.
Union 2nd Fl. Faculty Lounge
Games Wad 7pm UAO Workroom
Homecoming Tuee. 8pm location TBA
fceni-Courses Wad. Bpm Unon 2nd fl. fac Lge
Outdoor Rec TBA
Publications Tuas 7pm 330 Union
Pubhc Relations Mon 7pm 330 Union
Publicity Tues 9pm. 330 Union
Spaoal Events Tuaa 8pm UAO Workroom
Travel TBA
For more into, cal 2-2343

SERVICES OFFERED

Birth Mother's Support Group

•RUSH SIGMA KAPPA"

Tne sisters o' Sigma Kappa invite
you ID our open houM on
Mon. Sept 901 from 9:1 5-1 OUOpm
at tne Sigma Kappa houaa.

Any questions call 2-2385
Bringing sisterhood 10 hi*.

•BUSH SrOMA KAPPA-

11IWOMYN FOR WOMYN MEETING
Monday Sept 9m at UCF Blag e 00

AOII- HUSH " AOII" RUSH
Coma meal me eiaters ol Alpha
Omeron Pi TONIGHT br Open
Ruan. 8 or 9pm al ma AOII houaa
Questions cell 372 2840
Turn Exceptional girls into
E xtraordinary woman
AOII' RUSH * ACHI ■ RUSH

For woman who hava pieced or are
considering placing a child lor adoption.
Call 354-4673 for informaion.
BG Pregnancy Center

Finish mg Touches. Inc.
Thesis, dissertations, reports, erodes Will adit,
polish, and type your important papers. Call
Roger at 354-5125 for professional finishing
touches Rales vary 8 a downpayment is required.
HeUo! I wHI typo your written papara lor a
negotiable tea baaed on font, spacing, and
length Call Elizabeth at 372-8990.
Pregnant?
Fro* pregnancy tests Confidential and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy canter
SKVDIVE NOW IN BOWIING GREEN
Student A group discounts. Visa & MC accepted. tOrmns. from BGSU.
SKYDIVE BG 352-5200

ATTENTION ALL STUDCNTSIII Gram, a
scholarships available from aponeorsll! No
prapaynwnla, everlll $$$Caah tor cotlego$$S. For Into: 1-800-243-2435
ATTENTION
Honors Student Association
1st General Mesing
Tuaa. Sept. 10
9pm
Watch lor locaion TBA
FREESUNOAESI

DANCE MARATHON DANCE MARATHON
Apolcalions lor lha 1996-1997 Dance Mar
alhon Overall Chairs are now available in 440
Sudani Services Applications are due by
Sepi. 13th @ 5.00pm. Any Questions call
3724)530
THONONITHONON!

Okl you know we do silk screening ?
Collegiate Connection
i
531 Ridge Street
(419)352 8333

PERSONALS

Phi Mu would like to reconpnize Colleen
McKeawnon being a great house director.

Ever wanted to be a celebrity in your own neck
of me wooda? Tram to be a DJ tor WFAL and
be on lha asr In one abort week Find out
more at WFAL'a into night Tuaa. SapL 10 at
9 00pm m West Hall 121
FREE FINANCIAL AID'

PUT YOUR
VALUABLES
IN A
SAFE PLACE.
Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer.
Protect your most valuable C
asset. Always wear a helmet

w

MTMCTCU SAFETY FMNMTNN

Over $6 BUeon in public and private sector
grants and scholarships te now available. All
students are eligible regardless of grades, income or parent's income Let us help. Call Student Financial Services: 1 -800-6495
»»l F 55445
OET FOOD AT HALF PRICEIM
For details, come to UCF at 313 Thurstm
or call 352-7534 by Friday. September 13

INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED IN
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS?? Don't miss tie
Student Organizations Fair on Wednesday,
September 11. 1996 from 11:00am - 300pm in
the Lenhan Grand Ballroom ol me University
Union. 115 organizations represented, prizes.
rood and fun. For more information contact me
Sudani Lile Office at 372-2843

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S
AND CO-REC ULTIMATE FRISBEE - SEPT.
10; CO-REC (NNERTUBE WATER POLO d SEPT 11; M DBLS, W SGLS 7 DBLS d SEPT. 12. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130
UNtVERISTY F£ID HOUSE OR THE STUDENT REC CENTER. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY
4 00PM ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED INNER
TUBE WATER POLO OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE
PCKED UP IN 130 UNIVERSITY FIELD
HOUSE THEY MUST BE RETURNED BY
SEPT. 10, 1996 MANDATORY TRAINING
CLINIC IS WED SEPT 11. 5 0O-7O0PM.
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
PHI MUwould like to congratulate Sharon Slowed on IN IV 100 facilitator.
PRESIDENTS OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. Don't forget to get your otganuanon
registered lor the 1996-97 academic year Registration forms are available m the Student Life
Office. Suite 405. Saddlemire Student Services
Building Forms are due on September 11,
1996 m the Student Life Office. For more information call 372-2843.
RUSH
SAE
Sigma Alpha Epeiton
'A True Gen Semen's Fraternity'
1996 All Sports Champions
Come Join the largest & best fraternity
in the US. We're locfcng for some true
oenDemon to come out and rush.

RUSH
DELTA TAU DELTA
Wed. Sept. 11th
Thura. Sept. 12m
(Behind Conkim)
Pizza and Wings
The only Fraternity with an
Oil Campus House
RUSH
DELTA TAU DELTA
RUSH LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Wed. 11th 7:30-930880 Night
Meet me brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha
Thura. 12m 7:30-0:30 Sub Night
2 words. Free Food
Ski Color ado. Steam boat Springs
Free informational meeting
Thurs .Sept 12th at 8 pm
Ohio Room - BGSU Student Union
BGSU Continuing EducaoorvOpHon

The KARATE Advent, j.
Expand your menial and physical abilities to
the limit while learning SELF DEFENSE. Great
tor women and men.
JonUKSnow
l Mon. Sept. 9 end Wed Sept 11
THE KEY YEARBOOK
is looking tor volunteer writers, designers A
photographers If you have an event or slory
you would like to wont on lor the 96/97 KEY
cal Ann TODAY at 372 8635
What bands would you want 10 play at BG?
Taking suggestions tor fundraiser concert Email womencsnter@maiis*rvor bgsu edu
Why deliver pizza*??
Find • (Ob related to your maior NOWI
Freahman, Sophomores. A Juniors
who are NEW to co-op
CO-OP KICK-OFF
Friday. Sept 20th. 3:30pm
!l7 0scamp
Questions' 3722451

WANTED
1 non- smoking female sublease! needed
ASAP
Own room. $2S0/mo ♦ electric
Call 354-2263
1 non-amoking female roommate needed near
campus, $21S/mo • uol. at' May 97. Call
353-2624/1037
1-2 non-amoking female (•) tor new 3 bdrm.
torn, townhouee. $345 mo. plus util 2 mi from
campus. 352-0075
Ever wanted to be a celebrity in your own neck
of the wooda? Train to be a OJ tor WFAL and
be on the sk In one ehort week Find out
more at WFAL'a into night Tuas SapL 10 at
9:00pm in Weal Hall Rm. 121.
Female SutHaasar - Own bdrm.. Stan* immed ,
12 mo. lease 1255/mo. Call 330-757 9569
Looking tor non-amoking male to share apt.
expensea In BG area
Please contact
354 5801 ask tor Erika.

HELP WANTED
11 Awesome Trlpa! Hundred, of Student.
Ant Earning Free Spring Break Tripe a
Money! Sell I Tripe a Go Free) Bahamaa
Cruise »279, Cancun A Jamaica 1390. Panama
Clly/Deytona
11191
www.eprlngbreak1ravel.com
1-*00-67843X
$i 750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For into cat 301-306-1207

Babysitter wanted tor iomo. old twin*
Experience wrtwins preferred

Call Collect© 878-4865
Cashiers - Barney's Convenience Man* accepting applications at the toilowing locations.
1091 N. Main St. 1602 E. Wooster. or ful
servocarwashlOOOS.Main.
Chiidcare needed. Tues & Thurs.
7:45am-12:15Mon.-Fn.
372-0479 or 354-2954
College 91 udente • $10.25
Entry level openings. FuH A Pt time No experience necessary. AH majors Call now. Will fill
Quickly. 419-861-0736
Companion needed for developmentally delayed male adult Take to Rec Center, walks.
etc. Must have experience with dd. Flexible
hours. 5 hours a week. 16 par hour. Call
352-7143 after 8.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up 10 $20O0wmonth working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World Travel.
Seasonal A full-time employment available No
expennce necessary. For more information
call 1-206-971-3550axt. C55447
Earn eaeh stuffing anvelopee at home. All
matarlale provided Sand SASE lo PO Bos
124, Plat he, K3 86051.
Exp farm help needed for harvesting and fall
Dleage. 3 mi. S of BG. Transp. needed
352-7050
Get Paid Back tor the pounds you Use New
Metabolism Breakthrough. Guaranteed results.
Call (303)661-0162
Gymnastic instructors Level 1-4.
Perryeburg Gymnastics

874-9383

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
BEGUM
TODAY!
Schedule your appointment
now by calling
Carl Wolf Studio at 1-800-969-1338.
Photos will be taken in the
KEY office, 28 West Hall,
M-F, 10 am -1 pm, 2 pm to 6 pm.

Instructors Needed
Educational Recreational & Pod Guards
28 hr* per week 419-693-4975
After 1pm
Job Opportunity In BG"!
Market Reaearch Intervi•*... Needed!!
$5 2V hr, No celling Involved
Flexible Schedule
Mln. 18-20 hrs. per weak
AZO RESEARCH
13330 BISHOP RO.
CALL 3524115 EXT. 209
Miscellaneous Worker Needed
Flexible hour* - can discuss schedule. Jobs include mowing, painting, shoveling, elc. Please
ph. Mon. ■ Fn. 8-4 352-1520.
Mr. Spots is now hiring
tor grill and sandwich prep positions.
Apply In person M F, 2-7pm
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Poationa am now available « National
Parks, Forests A Wildlife Preeervea. Excetlenl Benefit. a
bonuaea! Call:
1-206-971-3620 ail N55446
One of the TOP 10 radio stations in the nation
needs students for Music. Promotions, Traffic.
Programming, Sales. Metal, and OJ positions
COME TO WF A L'S IN FO NIG HI
Tuesday, Sept 10 at 9pm in 121 WesiHaH
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Plastic Company needs part-time help packing
toys. Work a minium ol two-tour hour fwxibe
shift* per week, between 8am and 8pm. $5,40
per hour. Apply at Pinnacle Plastic Products,
425 East Napoleon. Bowling Green.
SPRING BREAKI
Earn cash! Highest Commissions
Lowest P rice.' Travel Free only 13 sales
Free Info! Cal 1-800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
SPRING BREAK '97-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, A GO FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to promote
trips to Cancun. Jamaica, and Florida. Can
800-648-4849 for information on joining Amen
ca'ail Student Tour Operator.
STUDENT UNION NEEDS
STUDENT STAFF
85.00 per hr. starting wage Please come to me
student union • Falcon Neat or Prout Doing
Hall and ask tor me Food Service manager
Many shift* available, night or weekends.
Student w/ car needed for yard work Raking,
weeding, etc 686-4527.
SUPPORTED LIVING PROVIDER - Persons
needed to provide direct care services to individuals who have mental retardation/developmental disabilities High School
diploma or GED required. Flexible schedule
Salary range $7.25 - 12 97, based upon experience Application packets may be obtained at
Wood Lane Administrative Services, Entrance
B, 11160 Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green,
Monday through Fnday, between 8.00am •
1430pm EOE
The Oavel is looking tor volunteer writers, photographers, and editor* If you have an interest
in Greek life or just in newspaper work, please
call Jenn Schab at 372-6716.
Tony Packo's Cale
5827 Monroe St Slyvania, OH
is now hiring qualified individuals for the following positions "Kitchen 'Counter Service "Wait.
Please apply between 2-4pm. No phone calls
please. EOE
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45 per hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan or S.
Korea. No leaching background or Asian languages required. For information call:
12061971-3570 axt J55444

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry level poationa available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Cambean etc.) Waustafl.
housekeepers. SCUBA diva leaders, fitness
counselors and more. Call Resort Employment
Services I -206-971-3600 ext R5S444
Woodcreek Farms Inc Full or pt. time workers.
Must be avail, btwn 8am - 5pm weekdays
15 00 par hr Can 655-3086

FOR SALE

92 Jeep Cherokee, 54,000 muss, awheel
drive. A/C, excellent condition. Asking
$13.500obo Call352-3913
1991 Ponlac SunbKd LE Black V-6 AlC
77k $7000 OBO Please call 354-7031.
Compact disc. AIWA portable dual cassette recorder ■ $125 Video cassette recorder, sharp
4 head ■ $100 Panasonic color 13" - $100.
Call 352-1006.
Couch $30
Desk $15
Cell 352-1656
Fender equier Jazz Bass
6 mo. old Barely payed $400 NEW
$300 or best offer
353-2121

FOR SALE
R.EM.
RUSH
PET SHOP BOYS
FACE TO FACE
ROBERT POLLARD
CATHERINE WHEEL
BECK vinyl
All new, on sale
Mdnignt tonight
Madhaner Music
143E Wooster
353-3555

Loft tor Sale
University Approved $40
352-3907
Nice chair for $2S. Couch tor $25. and lamp tor
$10. If interested plea** call 353-9239.
Women's size 7 Qokerblades
$75 or beat offer
Call 352-5360 and leave a message.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. upper, perfect for rjrad studani or qutai
couple Quiet street. 3 hup*, rooms, kilohen.
hupe bath. Totally remodeled, off street pa/king. $425 * low uolitjot. 364-1633.
Apart men ta h>r rent
2 bedroom furnished apartment Close ID camput. UtiM.es Included.. Grad Students welcome 353-5074
Rooms lor rent nee/ campus.
A/C etc.. $i SO $250 per month

Cal Bob 353-4512
Winthrop Terrace Ape/tments
2 bedroom apartment
Still available. Limited • pas included

Call 352-9135

